THE HELIX
Autumn 2022
**QUE SERA SERA**

September 3rd

Tickets from €22 plus booking fee

Que Sera Sera is a show that celebrates the lady and the music as we take our audience on a factual musical timeline through Doris Day’s career in music and film.

We start at the beginning of her career during the big band days and then take you on a ‘Sentimental Journey’ to the Hollywood movies that made her the legend that is Doris Day.

This show will be your ‘Secret Love’ as our three international vocalists supported by a team of professional dancers perform these beautiful songs leaving you feeling ‘Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered’ and full of nostalgia – simply wishing we were back to those good old days.

**THE ROLLING STONES STORY**

September 8th

Tickets €32 plus booking fee

The Rolling Stones Story is a high energy concert celebrating the music of the world’s greatest rock ‘n’ roll band. Let’s spend the night together in the company of Mick and the boys and you will experience a truly authentic Rolling Stones spectacle; complete with an awesome production, the finest musicians and the world’s No.1 Mick Jagger lookalike in Paul Ashworth.

The Rolling Stones Story promises you an unforgettable Jumpin’ Jack Flash back in time. It’s only rock ‘n’ roll, but we like it! ‘...Brilliant, absolutely astonishing ...MAGNIFICENT’ Absolute Radio

**AMINÉ**

September 17th

Tickets from €33.50 plus booking fee

At the age of 21, Adam Aminé Daniel burst onto the scene with his 6x-platinum single, “Caroline.” But, the Portland-born rapper has come a long way since then; a fact made clear by his critically acclaimed releases.

“Between explosive sets at Coachella and Lollapalooza, plus a show-stopping performance on the Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon, Aminé has solidified himself as a force of nature. Making his acting debut on HBO’s “Insecure,” he’s proven that his talents go beyond the studio and the stage to a whole new medium of entertainment.”
CAFÉ MENU

FEATURING

DELICIOUS COFFEES,
TASTY TEAS,
PLEASANT PASTRIES,
SCRUMPTIOUS SCONES,
YUMMY CAKES,
SANDWICHES/PANINIS,
...AND MORE!

OPENING HOURS

MON - FRI 9AM-5PM

The Helix Café

For delicious coffees, teas and snacks, there is no better way than The Helix Café!

TheHelix.ie
SEAN GILLIGAN PRESENTS
FOOTLOOSE
SEPTEMBER 23RD - 25TH
TICKETS €25 PLUS BOOKING FEE

Based on the 1980s screen sensation which took the world by storm, Footloose sizzles with spirit, fun and the best in UK musical talent. With cutting edge modern choreography, you’ll enjoy classic 80s hits including Holding Out for a Hero, Almost Paradise, Let’s Hear It For The Boy and of course the unforgettable title track Footloose!

City boy Ren thinks life is bad enough when he’s forced to move to a rural backwater in America. But his world comes to a standstill when he arrives at Bomont to find dancing and rock music are banned. Taking matters into his own hands, soon Ren has all hell breaking loose and the whole town on its feet.

MYRA’S STORY
OCTOBER 5TH-6TH
TICKETS FROM €26 PLUS BOOKING FEE

Award winning, record breaking play set in Dublin. The smash hit of the 2019 and 2021 Edinburgh fringes. Playing to packed houses, standing ovations and five-star reviews. Has been described by many as the finest piece of theatre they have ever seen.

Homeless, middle-aged Myra McLaughlin is a foul-mouthed, feisty, Dublin street drinker. She is also immensely funny and self-deprecating as she gives an hilarious, moving, and ultimately heart-breaking re-enactment of her fall from grace from fresh-faced teen bride living in Tallaght, to her pitiful condition of today.

AN EVENING WITH
MICHAEL BISPING
OCTOBER 7TH
TICKETS FROM €27 PLUS BOOKING FEE

Michael Bisping, UFC Hall of Fame fighter and former Middleweight champion, is touring the UK & Ireland this October, giving his supporters the opportunity to hear his incredible story in his own words with ‘An Evening With Michael Bisping: Tales From The Octagon’.

His journey has taken him from England’s North West through to the top of the MMA world, becoming the only British champion in UFC history. Alongside a burgeoning Hollywood movie career, the latest chapter in his life sees Michael host a hugely successful podcast, as well as a commentating for ESPN, BT Sports and formerly Fox Sports.

From fighting stories to life outside the ring, his unwavering drive and determination will make for an inspirational and entertaining evening for all UFC and sport fans alike!
Lindsey Buckingham is coming to Dublin.

Lindsey Buckingham is touring on his first ever solo tour of Europe including his rescheduled Dublin date in October before playing three UK shows in Glasgow, Liverpool and London.

The Fleetwood Mac legend will be entertaining a sold out Mahony Hall on October 6th in what promises to be one of the shows of the year!

The self-titled tour then plays through Belgium, France, Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, Norway and Denmark.

We are delighted to welcome a music icon to the Helix!
James Smith

October 8th
See thehelix.ie for ticketing

The brand new live show experience to accompany the release of How To Be Confident – the third installment in James’ no-nonsense guides to gaining the tools to empower your decision-making and change your life.

Now, more than ever, we are so often lost within a cycle of negativity – from comparing ourselves to others and doom scrolling on social media, to a paralysis of choice and chasing external gratification that does nothing to nurture authentic happiness. We need confidence to master our true ambitions, realise our genuine strengths, and achieve the life we need, but might not know we want. Luckily, with his candid, no-nonsense advice, experience, and passion, James is here to lead the way.

Alexis Ffrench

October 12th
Tickets €33.50 plus booking fee

Classical soul-pioneer composer, producer and pianist Alexis Ffrench is the fastest growing classical artist in the world. Alexis brings the Truth Tour 2022 to the Helix on 12th October in support of his acclaimed new album Truth.

An album borne out of feelings of grief, despair, anger and injustice, Truth is proof of the power of community, positive thought and collective healing. The maestro may be wary of politics, but as ever, the result is an intoxicating listen.

We cannot wait to host Alexis in our perfect Mahony Hall.

The Illegal Eagles

October 20th
Tickets from €35 plus booking fee

The latest all-star line-up of the show, produced as ever by Phil Aldridge, features Tony Kiley (formerly from 80’s sensation The Blow Monkeys) on drums, Bafta award winner Christian Phillips on vocals and guitars, Trevor Newnham (Dr Hook) vocals and bass, Greg Webb vocals and guitars, Mike Baker vocals and guitars and Garreth Hicklin vocals and guitars.

Garreth, Greg, Trevor, Mike and Christian effortlessly capture the vocal style and delivery of Henley, Walsh, Fry, Schmidt and Meisner and are masters of their respective instruments.

All the classics are featured during the 150-minute show – Hotel California, The Last Resort, Life in the Fast Lane, Tequila Sunrise, One of These Nights, Lyin’ Eyes, New Kid in Town, Take It To The Limit, Rocky Mountain Way, Witchy Woman, Heartache Tonight and songs from “The Long Road Out of Eden”
UNRAVELLING WILBURYS

OCTOBER 21ST
TICKETS €25 PLUS BOOKING FEE


THE WHOLE PACKAGE IS PRESENTED WITH THE BAND’S INIMITABLE STYLE AND HUMOUR AND IS NOT TO BE MISSED!

TEDESCHI TRUCKS BAND

NOVEMBER 2ND
TICKETS €66 PLUS BOOKING FEE

WE ARE DELIGHTED TO BE WELCOMING TEDESCHI TRUCKS BAND TO THE HELIX!

TEDESCHI TRUCKS BAND IS AN AMERICAN BLUES AND BLUES ROCK GROUP BASED IN JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. FORMED IN 2010, THE BAND IS LED BY MARRIED COUPLE SUSAN TEDESCHI AND DEREK TRUCKS.

THEIR DEBUT ALBUM, REVELATOR, WON THE 2012 GRAMMY AWARD FOR BEST BLUES ALBUM. THE BAND HAS RELEASED FOURudio AND THREE LIVE ALBUMS.

JOHNNY MCEVOY

NOVEMBER 3RD
TICKETS FROM €33 PLUS BOOKING FEE

JOHNNY MCEVOY HAS ALWAYS BEEN HIGHLY ACCLAIMED FOR HIS EXCELLENT CONCERT SHOWS AND HIS PLANNED NATIONWIDE CONCERT TOUR WILL GET THE USUAL HUGE RESPONSE FROM HIS LEGION OF FANS THROUGHOUT IRELAND, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THIS NOSTALGIC EVENING OF ‘SONG AND STORY’ FEATURES ALL OF JOHNNY’S MANY ‘HIT SONGS’, INCLUDING MUIRIN DURKAN- BOSTON BURGLAR- THOSE BROWN EYES- LONG BEFORE YOUR TIME ETC PLUS SOME SONGS FROM HIS FORTHCOMING NEW ALBUM. HIS SONGS ARE HAUNTING, EVOCATIVE AND BEAUTIFULLY PRESENTED WITH MANY IN THE FOLK AND BALLAD STYLE.

JOHNNY MCEVOY HAS BEEN ONE OF THE MOST ENDURING AND TALENTED SINGERSONGWRITERS IN THESE ISLANDS OVER THE PAST 50 YEARS. HIS CONCERT PERFORMANCE IS SECOND TO NONE WITH HIS SONGS BEAUTIFULLY DELIVERED IN TRULY ARTISTIC FASHION AND STORY TELLING OF THE FINEST ORDER.
NOEL FITZPATRICK
'SUPERVET'
NOVEMBER 1ST
TICKETS €44.50 PLUS BOOKING FEE

NOEL FITZPATRICK RETURNS TO THE STAGE THIS YEAR WITH A BRAND-NEW SHOW WHICH WILL DELIGHT ANIMAL LOVERS OF ALL AGES AND ANYONE WHO FEELS LIKE THEY NEED SOME LOVE, HOPE AND HEALING IN THEIR LIVES.

FOLLOWING HIS HUGELY POPULAR TOUR IN 2018, AN EVENING WITH NOEL FITZPATRICK WILL GIVE AUDIENCES A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN AN INTIMATE INSIGHT INTO NOEL'S EXTRAORDINARY BIONIC WORLD AND THE ANIMALS WHO HAVE INSPIRED HIM ALONG THE WAY. NOEL WILL SHARE A ROLLERCOASTER RIDE OF SUCCESSES AND FAILURES, DEMONSTRATING WHY LOVE REALLY IS ALL THAT MATTERS - AND HOW OUR ANIMAL FRIENDS CAN TEACH US VERY IMPORTANT LIFE LESSONS, WHICH CAN MAKE US BETTER PEOPLE.

THERE WILL BE SOME UNEXPECTED SURPRISES AND THOUGHTS ABOUT THE NATURE OF STRESS AND SURVIVAL AGAINST THE ODDS - AND THE FUTURE OF HUMANS AND ANIMALS ON OUR PLANET - THAT WILL TRULY GIVE YOU CAUSE TO STOP AND THINK ABOUT YOUR OWN FUTURE TOO. NOEL CONTINUES TO STRIVE TOWARD A MORE LOVING AND UNDERSTANDING SOCIETY FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS ALIKE - IN A WORLD THAT NEEDS HEALING NOW MORE THAN EVER.
CONFERENCING & EVENTS AT THE HELIX

Over 6 unique, versatile and flexible spaces.
The Helix is internationally renowned for symposiums, conferences, exhibitions, meetings, product launches or gala dinners.

Enquire today for your next event.

CONTACT INFO@THEHELIX.DCU.IE

www.thehelix.ie
80S LIVE!

November 3rd
Tickets from €30 plus booking fee

Get ready as we bring you the biggest 80s party show to tour the UK and Ireland!

We will make you feel shiny and new as we travel back in time to one of the most iconic eras of music for the night out you have been dreaming of - put your hands together and get into the groove as our live band 'Electric Dreams' perform over two dozen chart topping anthems from artists including Wham, The Weather Girls, Culture Club, Rick Astley, Madonna, Duran Duran, Soft Cell, The Human League, A-Ha, Tears For Fears and many more!

The ultimate 80s night out, so come dressed to impress as we spin you around and around for a night to remember.

DIRTY DUSTING

November 9th
Tickets €26 plus booking fee

The smash hit comedy, Dirty Dusting returns!

Mansworth Productions Ltd. are thrilled to return for a third run of the hilarious play Dirty Dusting following two sell out nationwide tours, starring the inimitable Mary Byrne of X Factor alongside pop singer and dancing with the stars champion Jake Carter!

The story of soul

November 11th
Tickets from €28 plus booking fee

From the producers who brought you Lost in Music and The Magic of Motown. Get ready as we take you on a journey of Sweet Soul Music. Join the Love Train, as we give you the best of our Love and show you there ain't nobody who does it better. This powerful performance from our talented cast will showcase for you some of the biggest hits of a generation.

Featuring songs by Aretha Franklin, Earth Wind and Fire, James Brown, Wilson Pickett, Sam and Dave, Chaka Khan, Tina Turner, The Pointer Sisters, Luther Vandross, Whitney Houston, Ben E King, Barry White and many many more.

So, make this the night to remember. Get your tickets now, for the must-see show of the year!
THE STYLISTICS

NOVEMBER 12TH
TICKETS FROM €57.50 PLUS BOOKING FEE

The Stylistics, the band who gave us the love hits that defined a generation are back in Dublin. One of the great live bands of all time return to play all their hits from “Betcha By Golly Wow”, “Sing, Baby Sing”, “You Are Everything”, “You Make Me Feel Brand New”, “I’m Stone In Love With You” and many many more. A entire decade of top ten hits.

Relive the magic of some of the greatest love songs in pop music history!!

SWEET CAROLINE

NOVEMBER 18TH
TICKETS €30 PLUS BOOKING FEE

What a beautiful noise, it’s got a beautiful sound, it’s got a beautiful beat! Get on board for one night only for that night out you have been dreaming of!

As we invite you to celebrate with us the life and work of Neil Diamond with Sweet Caroline - The Ultimate tribute to Neil Diamond. Starring renowned tribute artist Gary Ryan, as seen on ‘Stars In Their Eyes’

The show will take you for one special evening, back to where it began. A musical journey celebrating 50 years of some of the greatest music ever written.

A VISION OF ELVIS

NOVEMBER 19TH
TICKETS FROM €32 PLUS BOOKING FEE

A Vision of Elvis starring Rob Kingsley winner of the National Tribute Music Awards “Official Elvis Show” and “No.1 Male Tribute” is internationally renowned as the best Elvis Presley tribute concert, touring the world today.

Officially endorsed by Elvis Presley Enterprises (EPE) for charitable contributions and officially endorsed by Mr Ed Bonja – Elvis’s photographer and road manager (1970-1977) who said “On stage Rob Kingsley looks extraordinarily like Elvis. He sings like Elvis, but most importantly, he seems to capture the very soul of Elvis – his charisma, his gestures – hell he even walks like Elvis!”

A Vision of Elvis – is the only Elvis show to see.
MUSIC - THEATRE - DANCE
AND SO MUCH MORE.....
VISIT THEHELIx.IE

Follow us on social media:

Instagram: @TheHelixVenue
Twitter: @TheHelixDublin
Facebook: @TheHelixDublin